### Main areas of interest:

- What has been? Who are/were involved in the internationalisation at first? *(past)*
- What does it look like now? In which areas did the institution develop over the past years? *(present)*
- What are the development areas for the future? How does the dream fit in? *(future)*

### Institution’s timeline of internationalisation


**On the vertical axis:**

- **target/strategy:** what did you aim for or did you aim for something at all
- **target groups:** pupils, labour market, (regional/structural changes), partners/countries, staff, management
- **resources:** staff, financial issues, organisation itself
- **training system:** curricula
- ... *(add your own relevant remarks/subject(s))*

### Focus the future perspective with these questions:

- organisations mission and vision
- development areas
- new insights into the work
- quality assurance

*(A3) Use the back for extra space if you need/want to add more years...*